Collection target for waste batteries
“ The actual Batteries Directive
deﬁnes the ‘collection rate’ as a
percentage of the quantities of
portable batteries put on the
market during the last three years.”
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Lifespan of batteries and availability for collection

“A collection target can only be adequate if it is related to the quantities of
waste batteries available for collection.”

“End of life batteries” can easily be calculated based upon the
available historical data of batteries put on the market and the
lifespan per chemistry.
"Batteries available-for-collection" can be rated taking into account
the quantities of exported second hand or waste electrical
appliances.
“End of life batteries” = 80%
of batteries put on the
market in the year previous
to the year of collection
* Eucobat study on battery
lifespan, 2017

"Batteries available for
collection" = 80% of
end-of-life batteries *

* ProSUM Study 2018
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"Batteries available for
collection" = 65% of batteries
put on the market in the
year previous to the year of
collection
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